Today’s individual software rising costs and increasing hardware
requirements are common.
If your individual day-to-day organizer is not up to par, you face with
dizzying levels of complexity, duplication of effort, and in the worse
cases, poor quality of results.
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WARNING SIGNS THAT YOUR SOFTARE IS WASTING
YOUR TIME AND MONEY
So why so many individual software do falls short of these goals?
In case after case, implementations miss the mark, and instead of delivering
promised cost reductions, performance improvements, software creates complexity,
duplication of effort and poor quality.

The Warning Signs
Check these ten warning signs to see if your software is not what you need.
1. Your system can’t integrate mission-critical data.
Your data is in multiple formats and locations. There is no centralized backup
and exchange point. Worse yet, quality management is not designed for your daily
flow.
2. Changes and upgrades to the system are costly and time-consuming.
The software vendor(s) provides releases every 12-24 months and rarely provides the
new features you need on a timely basis. Those upgrades are available for a
maximum one year and rarely free of charge. No upgrade planning given to an end
user in any form.
3. Your disaster recovery not in place.
If your PC(s) is burned, you would have to buy new equipment, configure it and then
reload your data from nothing because you had no recovery plan.
4. Beefy PCs, “Fat Clients” and Unsecured ActiveX are needed to get things
done.
Sure PCs are getting cheaper, but running less memory and disk is always less
expensive. Their benchmarks kill your CPU and memory and create barrier standing
between you and your goals.
5. Maintenance fees are high.
With rising software maintenance fees, you’re not in control of your computing
expenditures. Some of the biggest vendors consistently raise maintenance fees,
which increases your total cost of ownership over time.
6. You can’t access the data easily if you are traveling.
It’s obvious that business doesn’t stop when you are traveling.
Smart phones help you stay in touch, but it is tough to really do much from such a tiny
device,
7. Security is not prioritized.
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We can assure that most of the software packs don’t protect your privacy and your
data.
8. Your family, friends or small business partners can’t easily interact with each
other.
Can they quickly and easily get the information they need? Can they easily be
connected and share files, albums and videos at the same time?
9. Time to learn the system.
Many software packs are difficult to learn and users are easily frustrated when they
are instructed to ‘Press F1 to inquire’ ‘or Press Enter to accept’.
10. Set of major top usage features.
Most of social networking sites, portals and software packs are not having user
mission critical apps compiled as one.

The Next Step
Chances are, some or all of the issues described above ring true for your business.
So what’s your next step? Fortunately, a new breed of Software as a Service or SaaS
EKONNEKT'S WCS resolves these challenges so you can thrive by doing what they
do best and not writing and maintaining software.
WCS is SaaS technology offering robust functionalities without the need for
expensive servers, operating systems, database software, backup equipment, and
the information technology specialists to manage all of that. Self-hosted
EKONNEKT'S WCS is always up to date, and available to customers via a monthly
subscription fee [free for individual use *]. With no upfront investments EKONNEKT'S
WCS integrated universal system can help drive out costs and improve quality in your
day-to-day organization.
EKONNEKT'S WCS is organized into multiple modules that can be implemented
individually or as an one solution.

The Difference
EKONNEKT'S WCS is mixed-tier software: PC installed and online solution at the
same time. It is accessible by authorized users through the Internet with a standard
web browser or locally via Windows client. No servers, software, databases, backups,
or other infrastructure are required. The fact that it is service based and requires no
infrastructure to implement makes it ideal for managing multiple projects, and for
linking people, small business owners, and family members into a centralized
database of real-time information no matter where they are around the world.

The Bottom Line
The bottom line is that instead of a multiple applications slowly killing your operation,
you can thrive with a new breed of EKONNEKT'S WCS delivered as a SaaS solution.
EKONNEKT'S WCS creates a single, unified management system. It controls and
streamlines your daily tasks. EKONNEKT'S WCS helps you to increase productivity,
improve quality and reduce cost.
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Ekonnekt Work Collaboration System is a critical tool for daily errands.
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